lipid matrix and thus to vary the hydrophilic/hydrophobic The phase behavior of pseudobinary mixtures DMPC/C 12 E 4 at balance in a definite way. The incorporation of nonionic high water excess was studied between 0 and 50ЊC as a function surfactants of the oligo(ethylene oxide) -alkyl ether type of the surfactant mole fraction x using DSC and FTIR. The phase (C m E n ) into phospholipid bilayers is known to modulate transitions of each component could be followed separately by membrane properties such as hydration (1-3), structural 24, 25). Hence, reversible transformations between lamellar and micellar phases can be controlled by external parameters. Therefore nonionic surfactants of the C m E n type have
INTRODUCTION
been widely used for the purpose of isolation and purification of membrane proteins and for membrane reconstitution (21, In an aqueous environment phospholipids assemble spon-22). One prerequisite for this application is the detailed taneously into bilayers, which represent the basic structural knowledge of the phase behavior of the aqueous pseudobiunit of biological membranes. Studies of how bilayer struc-nary lipid/surfactant mixtures in dependence on temperature ture and thermodynamic properties vary as bilayer composi-and composition. tion is varied are important tools for improving our knowlUnder certain conditions selected surfactants such as edge about membrane stability and function. Several strate-short-chain n-alkanols (17) and C m E n with shorter ethoxy gies can be used to alter the balance of interactions within chains can stabilize lipid membranes. For example, C 12 E n the bilayer. One approach, suggested by the amphiphilic with n õ 3 are found to fit into lipid bilayers without a character of the lipid molecules, is to add surfactants to the disturbing effect (7) . Recent calorimetric studies revealed the existence of surfactant/lipid complexes in the gel state of mixed C 10 E 7 /PC (9, 10) and C 12 E 4 /DPPC (12) bilayers plex formation was suggested to be caused by an optimal d 25 , was synthesized by etherification of tetraethylene glycol and CD 3 (CD 2 ) 11 Br (Euriso-top, France). sterical matching of the lipid and the surfactant.
The purposes of the present paper are the following: First, The samples were prepared by dissolving the components at definite molar fractions of the surfactant x in three times we report the phase transitions of a selected lipid/surfactant mixture in dependence on temperature and surfactant mole distilled and carbon dioxide degassed water. The mixtures with deuterium-labeled DMPC-d 54 were dispersed in 99.98% fraction. In particular, the possibility to trigger lamellarmicellar transformations by temperature variation is of prac-2 H-isotopic-depleted water obtained from Merck, Germany. The mixing of the lipid, surfactant, and water was completed tical interest. Second, we characterize the conditions under which the surfactant-lipid interactions stabilize the bilayers via vortexing in the liquid crystalline phase without using any organic solvent or sonification. in order to obtain further insight into the origin of this somewhat unusual phenomenon. Third, we chose a combination Samples with water to amphiphile (lipid plus surfactant) molar ratios of R w between 50 and 50,000 were prepared for of the synthetic phospholipid L-a-1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) with the nonionic sur-DSC measurements. The FTIR measurements were exclusively performed at R W Å 200. It was proven by DSC meafactant tetraethylene oxide-monododecyl ether (C 12 E 4 ) because both components are expected to match in their hy-surements that the water concentration has no effect on the phase transition temperatures at R w ú 100. The water-memdrophobic and hydrophilic parts as well. In this sense the present study continues previous investigations on C 10 E 7 /PC brane partition coefficient of C 12 E 4 is on the order of 10 6 (8) . We estimated that at R w ú 100 more than 97% of the (9, 10) and C 12 E 4 /DPPC (12) mixtures in order to generalize the phase behavior and complex formation in lipid/surfac-total amount of surfactant is situated within the aggregates.
Consequently, the aqueous surfactant/lipid mixture repretant systems.
The thermotropic phase behavior of the DMPC/C 12 E 4 sents a pseudobinary system to a good approximation. mixture was studied by varying the composition from pure Differential Scanning Calorimetry lipid to pure surfactant in the temperature range 0ЊC õ T õ 50ЊC at high water excess (200 õ R w õ 50.000; R w is DSC measurements of diluted samples were performed the molar ratio water to amphiphile) using highly sensitive with the highly sensitive adiabatic twin calorimeter DASMdifferential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and Fourier trans-4 (Privalov calorimeter) and a Perkin-Elmer DSC-7 using formed infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). The former method heating and cooling rates between 0.1 and 1 K/min. yields the basic thermodynamic information about main tran-
The onset and completion temperatures of the phase transition temperatures, transition widths, and enthalpies. Vibra-sitions were determined at the points of a baseline departure tional spectroscopy provides macroscopic as well as micro-of 3% from the maximum transition intensity (30). For sharp scopic information on structural properties of molecular as-transitions and eutectic peaks we considered the temperasemblies by means of semiempirical parameters. Discrete tures at the peak maximum. The transition temperatures were frequency ranges in the spectra can be assigned to the lipid extrapolated to the limiting scan rate of 0 K/min. The transiand surfactant component and, moreover, to different parts tion enthalpies, DH cal , were obtained by integrating the therof the molecules (e.g., PC headgroup, methylene chains, mograms over the whole phase transition range. ethoxy chains). Therefore information about local molecular properties is available. We will show that both methods yield Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy complementary results which allow detailed characterization of lipid/surfactant mixtures.
Infrared spectra with a resolution of 2 cm 01 were measured in the transmission mode using a Bio-Rad FTS-60a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer. The samples were filled
MATERIALS AND METHODS
into a thermostated liquid cell equipped with ZnSe windows and a 25-mm spacer in between. Absorbance spectra of the Materials and Sample Preparation sample were calculated using the water spectrum as background. Typically, 256 scans were accumulated. DMPC and acyl-chain-perdeuterated DMPC-d 54 were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids Inc., Alabaster, Alabama, The samples were investigated by means of increasing as well as decreasing temperature. The temperature was varied and used without further purification after thin-layer chromatography and DSC check. The nonionic surfactant C 12 E 4 in steps of 0.5 or 1 K and regulated with an accuracy of {0.1 K using an external PT-100 thermosensor fixed directly was provided by Nikko Chemicals, Tokyo. Its purity was guaranteed by DSC and melt point measurements. The deu-to the cell. Prior to the measurement the sample was allowed to equilibrate for at least 15 min after reaching the prescribed teration of the ethoxy (EO) chains in C 12 E 4 -d 16 was realized by etherification (63) of perdeuterated tetra-(oxyethylene) temperature in each step. No significant hysteresis effects were observed by this procedure, which corresponds to averglycol (synthesized as described in Ref. (64) ) and CH 3 (CH 2 ) 11 Br. The deuterated alkyl chain analog, C 12 E 4 -age heating/cooling rates of 0.04-0.02 K/min. Note. The first row corresponds to low and the second to high surfactant concentration, x. Wavenumbers are given with an accuracy of {0.5 cm
01
. Pronounced relative wavenumber shifts are underlined.
a Wavenumber at maximum intensity in the gel phase (T Å 5ЊC): pure DMPC-d 54 (
Several vibrational modes originating from the hydrocar-tion, n as (PO 0 2 ), and the CH 2 twisting mode of the ethoxy bon chains and from the polar parts of the lipid and the methylenes located at about 1250 cm 01 causes a systematic surfactant were analyzed in order to characterize the C 12 E 4 / shift of the apparent COG(n as (PO 0 2 )) toward higher wave-DMPC-d 54 pseudobinary mixture on a molecular level by numbers in the DMPC-d 54 /C 12 E 4 binary mixture with inmeans of semiempirical spectral parameters (Table I ). The creasing x. To eliminate this effect we subtract the xabsorption bands were evaluated in terms of the center of weighted spectrum of the pure surfactant from the spectral gravity (COG) and width. These parameters are sensitive to range of the phosphate band in the spectrum of the mixture. shifts of the band maximum as well as to changes of the Infrared spectroscopy can be used to study the phase bebandshape, and consequently they are well suited to detect havior directly. If in the pseudobinary system the lipid comsubtle spectral changes induced by conversions of the physi-ponent with perdeuterated acyl chains is mixed with the cal state of the sample. surfactant component having protonated alkyl chains, then To characterize the surfactant alkyl chains by means of the phase state of each component may be monitored sepathe n s (CH 2 ) mode, one has to consider that the CH 2 units rately in a single experiment because the C-D stretching in the ethoxy chains also contribute to the n s (CH 2 ) band. modes are well separated from the respective C-H modes Figure 1a shows the CH stretching region of the surfactants by a spectral shift of about 800 cm 01 to lower wavenumbers C 12 E 4 -d 16 and C 12 E 4 -d 25 with selectively deuterated ethoxy (cf. Table I) . and alkyl chains, respectively. The n s (CH 2 ) band of the In the two-phase coexistence range a spectroscopic paramethoxy methylenes is filtered out in the spectrum of the latter eter, y c , originating from component c Å L or D of the species. The ethoxy methylenes absorb at distinct higher binary mixture (L . . . lipid, D . . . surfactant; for example wavenumbers than the alkyl methylenes. Therefore the the center of gravity of the symmetric methylene stretching n s (CH 2 ) band of the completely protonated surfactant is bands of C 12 E 4 ) represents the weighted arithmetic mean of only weakly distorted by the ethoxy methylenes except for its value in the pure phases y [1] stead of the usual half maximum height.
The absorption band at about 1350 cm 01 , evident in the spectrum of completely protonated C 12 E 4 and of C 12 E 4 -d 25 , The weighting factors g 1 and g 2 take into account that the spectroscopic responses in both phases can be different for disappears for C 12 E 4 -d 16 and thus is assigned to the deformation mode of the ethoxy methylenes caused mainly by their the same amount of matter. In the case of absorption measurements they are given by the extinction coefficients of wagging vibration (31-33) (cf. Fig. 1b) . The spectral overlap between the antisymmetric phosphate stretching vibra-the corresponding bands in both phases, i.e., g 1 Å e 1 and g 2 diagram are given by the temperature dependencies of x gel and x La , respectively. For comparison with DSC-transition temperatures of the protonated species, it should be taken into account that deuteration shifts the transition temperatures of lipids. For DMPC-d 54 a decrease of the gel to liquid crystalline main transition temperature between 3 and 5 K was observed compared to aqueous dispersions of protonated DMPC (27, 28) . We extrapolated the phase transition temperature T D of DMPC-d 54 /C 12 E 4 dispersions at molar fraction x to that of a fully protonated mixture (T H ) by applying the linear function
[4]
RESULTS

DSC
Some representative DSC plots of the pseudobinary DMPC/C 12 E 4 mixture at different compositions are shown in Fig. 4 ). In the coexistence range the mole fraction of the surfactant existing in phase p Å p1, p2 is (34) p Å gel, L a ), the solidus and liquidus lines in the T-x phase fers to ideal mixing of both components assuming a constant contribution of each CH 2 group of dDH Å 1.1 kJ/ (molrCH 2 ). This characteristic value corresponds to the hydrocarbon chain melting in lamellar aggregates (e.g., the gel to liquid crystalline transition (35)) and predicts a molar transition enthalpy of about 12 kJ/mol for the C 12 E 4 /water dispersion (x Å 1). However, the measured value amounts only to 1 kJ/mol because it originates from the transition between two fluid states, namely the micellar and the lamellar liquid crystalline phases (24, 25). The different types of phase transitions appearing at low and high surfactant contents become more obvious if one plots the measured incremental transition enthalpy, dDH under similar conditions. In the concentration range where only one relatively sharp transition peak was observed (0.5 uously. Between x Å 0.4 and x Å 0.5, however, the transition õ x õ 0.7) dDH amounts to 1.5 kJ/(molrCH 2 ). Above x peak becomes very narrow (DT 1/2 Å 2K) and up to x Å 0.65 Å 0.7, it decreases continuously to dDH õ 0.1 kJ/ the shape and position of this peak remain nearly constant at (molrCH 2 ) at x Å 1. 13ЊC. Further increase of the surfactant concentration (0.7 ú x ú 0.65) leads to a downward shift and broadening of FTIR Measurements the DSC peaks, which implies the superposition of several Upon heating, the infrared spectra of aqueous C 12 E 4 / processes. The position of the peak does not change at 0.95 DMPC-d 54 mixtures reveal typical shifts of the centers of ú x ú 0.7 whereas a steadily increasing baseline shift at its gravity of the CH 2 and CD 2 stretching bands, indicating low temperature flank indicates a non-first-order transition phase transformations within the sample (Fig. 4) . The COG preceding the first-order transition at 8.5ЊC. Above x Å 0.95 curves, however, behave quite differently for concentrations only one sharp peak appears. Its position shifts from 8.5ЊC
x õ 0.7 and x ú 0.7. In the former systems the hydrocarbon up to 21ЊC at x Å 1. Water dispersions of pure C 12 E 4 (x Å melting transition between the lamellar gel and liquid-crys-1) show an additional narrow transition at 71.3ЊC. talline phases is indicated by the marked increase of the Information about the transition type and about the misciCOGs of the methylene stretching bands. At x ú 0.7, mibility of the components can be obtained from the molar celles can coexist with mixed bilayers, leading to ranges of transition enthalpy of the phase transformation (30) alternating slopes of the COG curves which can be attributed to different phase ranges (see below). Figure 5 compares Fig. 3 (solid squares) as a function of x. within the limits of experimental error. Owing to different DH cal represents the transition enthalpy measured calorimet-spectral features, the gel-L a and the lamellar-micellar tranrically. n DMPC and n C 12 E 4 denote the moles of lipid and surfac-sitions will be analyzed separately. tant in the sample. The error bars consider composition uncerGel-L a Phase Transition in Mixed Membranes at x õ 0.7 tainties and calibration errors occurring in the diluted systems. The dashed line in Fig. 3 was calculated according to Hydrocarbon chains. At surfactant mole fractions x õ 0.7, the lipid and C 12 E 4 assemble into mixed bilayers in the whole
] the onset and completion temperatures of the DSC peaks (open circles) with those of the wavenumber shifts measured by FTIR (open triangles). The results of both methods agree which is drawn in
[6] temperature range investigated. Upon heating, the membranes undergo the transition from the rigid gel (L b= , P b= , L b , L k ; see It assumes ideal mixing of the components. DH DMPC Å discussion) into the liquid-crystalline (L a ) phase. The transi-25 kJ/mol and DH C 12 E 4 Å 1 kJ/mol are the experimental tion temperature decreases with increasing surfactant content in accordance with the DSC thermograms (cf. Fig. 4 ). The molar transition enthalpies of the pure lipid/water and surfactant/water dispersions, respectively. The dotted line re-solidus and liquidus lines for gel-L a coexistence are calculated using Eqs. [2] and [3] with y D Å COG(n s (CH 2 )) and y L Å COG(n s (CD 2 )) measured at x Å 0.3 and 0.6 (Fig. 5, solid  squares) . This agrees well with the x dependencies of the onset and completion temperatures of the melting transition derived from the DSC scans. The slightly smaller transition interval of the FTIR-data at x Å 0.3 might be caused by the much slower average scan rate used in the infrared measurements. Both methods, however, give evidence of an essential narrowing of the coexistence range at intermediate surfactant mole fractions 0.5 õ x õ 0.7.
The first derivative of the COG curves suggests a slightly restrained melting of the lipid acyl chains with respect to the dodecyl chains of the surfactant (cf. Fig. 6 ). This relative shift remains evident also in the cooling scan where, in tion temperatures (᭺); phase border lines calculated by means of Eq. [3] reverse order, the myristoyl chains freeze first. Obviously, using the temperature dependence of the COG(n s (CH 2 )) and COG-(n s (CD 2 )) in the phase transition ranges (); FTIR transition temperatures 93, 1) . Notations of the phase labels are given in the legend to Fig. 10 .
the fluid domains contain a higher amount of surfactant than the coexisting solid domains, indicating slight deviations from ideal mixing of the components. Note that the nearly vanishing slopes of the solidus and liquidus lines in the intermediate x range imply this behavior as well.
Besides the COG shift, the melting transition of the hydrocarbon chains is marked by a drastic broadening of the CH 2 and CD 2 stretching bands ( 36, 37) (Fig. 7 ) . Comparison of the bandwidths at T Å const ú T Pt reveals that the width of the n s (CD 2 ) band of the lipid decreases with x whereas the bandwidth of the n s (CH 2 ) band of the surfactant slightly increases ( Fig. 7; see arrows) . Interestingly, the COGs of corresponding methylene stretching bands show the opposite tendency; i.e., COG (n s (CD 2 )) of the lipid increases whereas COG (n s (CH 2 ) ) of the surfactant decreases with x (Figs. 8a, 8b) .
A linear correlation between the degree of conformational ordering of the hydrocarbon chains and the COG of the n s (CH 2 ) band was revealed empirically in several lipid systems investigated in the liquid crystalline phase (38) . Thus, the composition dependencies of the COGs of the n s (CD 2 ) and n s (CH 2 ) bands could be interpreted by the tendency of the surfactant to decrease the degree of conformational order of the lipid acyl chains, on the one hand, and to increase the packing density of the dodecyl chains of C 12 E 4 , on the other hand. Recently it was, however, shown that isotopic dilution the conformational order of the hydrocarbon chains.
Changes of the widths of the n s (CD 2 ) and n s (CH 2 ) bands are caused predominantly by intramolecular factors, including trans/gauche isomerization and librotorsional mobility (39, and references cited therein). Hence, a broadening of the methylene stretching bands can be explained by the increase of the conformational disorder of the hydrocarbon chains. Note that isotopic dilution does not affect the bandwidth significantly because it modifies intermolecular vibrational coupling only. Recent X-ray diffraction measurements on the area requirement of the compounds in mixed C 12 E 4 / POPC membranes at low surfactant concentrations (x õ 0.3) suggest the tighter packing of the lipid with respect to the pure system whereas, on the other hand, the packing of the surfactant seems to loosen (2) . These tendencies are expected to induce bandwidth changes of the n s (CD 2 ) and n s (CH 2 ) modes as were really observed.
Carbonyl and phosphate groups. At the chain melting transition the n(C|O) band of DMPC shifts toward lower wavenumbers (cf. Fig. 8c ). This behavior was typically found in aqueous dispersions of phosphatidylcholines (29, 37, (40) (41) (42) and attributed to a multicomponent nature of the C|O absorption band. It was suggested that high-and low-frequency subbands originate from populations of free and hydrogen-bound ester carbonyl groups, respectively, which explains the bandshift measured at the main transition by the relative increase of the fraction of hydrated C|O groups. A similar tendency is observed at the pretransition of the pure DMPC-d 54 system. Note that at x Å 0.3 the COG(n(C|O)) starts to decrease 6-5K below the chain melting temperature (see small arrows in Fig. 8c ). 
Ethoxy chains. Crystalline polyethylene glycol dimethyl ethers show an intense, relatively narrow absorption band at about 1345 cm 01 originating from the antisymmetric coupling of the hybridized methylene wagging (65%) and twisting (35%) modes. It appears in the gauche conformation of the O-(CH 2 ) 2 -O-unit only (32, 33) . Upon melting, this band fuses with the corresponding symmetrical coupling mode into one broader peak at about 1350 cm 01 (31) found also in the spectrum of C 12 E 4 under all conditions investigated in the present study (cf. Fig. 1b) . It differs essentially from the respective bandshape and position of crystallized ethoxy chains as illustrated in Fig. 1b Interestingly, in the mixed membranes the COG(g w (CH 2 ) EO ) starts changing at considerably lower temperatures gravimetrical (2), and ITC (43) studies on POPC/C 12 E 4 than the COG(n s (CH 2 )) (cf. Fig. 8e ). This effect is much mixtures where the ethoxy groups are suggested to replace more pronounced at x Å 0.3 than at x Å 0.6 and indicates the water in the headgroup region of the bilayer partially.
possibly subtle modifications of the conformation of the ethoxy It is widely accepted that the frequency of the n as (PO 0 2 ) chains preceding the melting of the alkyl chains. On the basis vibration is very sensitive to lipid hydration, mainly because of the downward shift of the g w (CH 2 ) EO band upon crystallizaof direct H-bonds between water and the charged phosphate tion, we assume that the decrease of COG(g w -(CH 2 ) EO ) beoxygens (40, (44) (45) (46) . Hence, the downward shift of the fore melting indicates the tendency of the ethoxy chains to COG of the n as (PO 0 2 ) mode monitors the increasing hydra-adopt a more stretched conformation. In the framework of this tion of the phosphate group at the chain melting transition hypothesis the systematic increase of the COG-(g w (CH 2 ) EO ) in a fashion similar to the carbonyl group (cf. Fig. 8d) .
with higher surfactant content would mean that the degree of With increasing surfactant content, however, the COG-disorder of the ethoxy chains increases with x. It was shown in ( n as (PO 0 2 )) indicates increasing hydration, in contrast to the monooleylglycerol-water dispersions (49) that atomic groups carbonyl group, which is assumed to be dehydrated by the which are located at the polar/apolar interface show pretransisurfactant. In addition to direct water-phosphate contacts, tional temperature induced changes similar to the behavior of other effects may also influence the n as (PO 0 2 ) band position. the COG(n(C|O)) and COG(g w (CH 2 ) EO ) in the surfactant/ Theory predicts frequency shifts as a result of direct interac-lipid system investigated. tion of the trimethylammonium group with the phosphate, as well as a result of changes of the torsion angles of the C-Micellar and Lamellar Transitions at x ú 0. 7 
O-P-O-C fragment (45). In aqueous monooleylglycerol/ DOPC mixtures the hydroxylic groups of the surfactant form
Hydrocarbon chains. C 12 E 4 dispersed in water at low temperatures assembles into micelles (L 1 phase) (24, 25). H-bonds to the phosphate group of the lipid (40) . These interactions shift the phosphate band toward lower wave-Upon being heated, the system undergoes a second-order micellar transition from a homogeneous (L 1 ) to a heterogenumbers in a manner similar to that for C 12 E 4 /DMPC. finding indicates an analogous phase sequence which is shifted, however, to lower temperatures (cf . Figs. 4, 7b, and  9b) . Starting the heating scan more than 5 K below the (L 1 / W)-L a transition temperature, T L10La , increases the COG(n s (CH 2 )) in contrast to the pure surfactant system (Fig. 9b) . The sigmoidal courses of the COG and of the width of the n s (CD 2 ) mode in this temperature range resemble the respective changes observed at the gel-L a transition, and thus should be attributed to the melting of the lipid acyl chains (cf. Figs. 7a and 9a) . Consequently, at low temperatures lipid-enriched gel-state lamellae are assumed to coexist with surfactant-rich micelles, in contrast to the pure surfactant/water system. Upon heating, the membranes completely solubilize into mixed micelles accompanied by the melting of the hydrocarbon chains, as illustrated schematically in the insert given in Fig. 4 .
The existence of the heterogeneous micellar (L 1 / W) phase in the lipid/surfactant mixture just below T L10La can be deduced from the decreasing COG(n s (CH 2 )) ( Fig. 9b at 05 K õ (T 0 T L10La ) õ 0 K) and from the distinct broadening of the absorption band ( Fig. 7b at 010 K õ (T 0 T L10La ) õ 0 K). Both effects are observed in the (L 1 / W) phase range of the pure surfactant system and thus their appearance give evidence of the existence of the heterogeneous micellar phase in the mixture at x Å 0.93 as well. x Å 1 and x Å 0.6 as reference data for the pure micellar and gel phases, respectively (cf. Fig. 4 ). This choice yields only crude estimates for the micellar-gel boundaries. First, neous (L 1 / W) state (clouding phenomenon), and at T Å 22.5ЊC the aggregates convert into liquid-crystalline surfac-the course of the COG(n s (CD 2 )) in mixed micelles is not known precisely. Second, the differentiation between the tant bilayers (L a ). Inspection of the courses of the spectral parameters calculated from the n s (CH 2 ) mode indicates fractions of the lipid or detergent which belong to the micellar or lamellar phases by means of the center of gravity is three typical temperature ranges which we assign accordingly to the phase sequence expected (cf. Fig. 4 at x Å 1 not very precise because of the broad methylene stretching bands. The attempt to decompose the absorption bands into and Fig. 9b, solid diamonds) . In the L 1 and the L a phases the COG(n s (CH 2 )) values are very similar, whereas in the subbands which correspond to the gel and fluid component yields results almost similar to those obtained from the (L 1 / W) range in between, the COG( n s (CH 2 )) decreases, accompanied by a substantial broadening of the n s (CH 2 ) COGs (data not shown). Note that the use of band separation techniques does not overcome the problems mentioned band ( Fig. 7b; see also Fig. 1c ). Relatively broad C-H stretching bands are typically found in nonlamellar, fluid above. For example, the broad n s (CH 2 ) band of pure C 12 E 4 in the (L 1 / W) phase shown in Fig. 1c can be approximated molecular aggregates (cubic, micellar) (49) . The increasing bandwidth in the (L 1 / W) range can be attributed to an in a satisfactory (but wrong) fashion by the superposition of the respective bands measured in the L a (or L 1 ) and gel increasing degree of disorder of the hydrocarbon chains. NMR (50) , ESR, and fluorescence anisotropy (11) studies states.
The integral intensity of the n s (CH 2 ) band drops in the on aqueous dispersions of C 12 E 5 and DPPC/C 10 E 7 , respectively, also reveal highly disordered alkyl chains in the range (L 1 / W) range by more than 50%. Despite the spectral weighting factor g 1 /g 2 in Eq. [2] , we suppose that in the (L 1 of micellar phase separation.
The courses of the COG(n s (CH 2 )) and of the n s (CH 2 ) / W) -gel coexistence range our algorithm overestimates the fraction of surfactant molecules situated in gel-state bandwidth of the mixture with low lipid content (x Å 0.93) closely resemble that of the pure surfactant system. This membranes and thus shifts the respective left-hand phase boundary to greater x. Note that, on the other hand, the width of the n s (CH 2 ) band at x Å 0.93 gives no indication of C 12 E 4 with frozen alkyl chains (Fig. 7b) .
Polar groups. When the mixture with the high surfactant content (x Å 0.93) is heated, the COG of the carbonyl stretching band, COG(n(C|O)), decreases continuously to a minimum followed by a slow increase (cf. Fig. 9c ) and thus deviates considerably from its behavior at x õ 0.7. The drop of COG(n(C|O)) is in accordance with the solubilization of the lipid lamellae into mixed micelles, where the positive curvature of the micellar surface causes a stronger exposure of the carbonyl groups to the water. Note that in contrast to this behavior inverse lipid aggregates (e.g., H II ) are characterized typically by the partial dehydration of the suggest that the carbonyl moiety is hydrated more strongly in the surfactant enriched bilayers than in the lipid dominated to the nonrippled lamellar gel phase (L b= or L b ). This behavlamellae. Pyrene fluorescence also indicates a local drop in ior corresponds to liquid/vapor coexistence at the critical polarity at the polar/apolar interface at the micellar-lamellar temperature (or pressure respectively) at which thermodytransition of aqueous mixtures of C 10 E 7 /DPPC (11) .
namic and structural properties of both phases approach. In The course of the COG(n as (PO 0 2 )) shows that the our pseudobinary system the peritectic point would be rechanges of hydration in the vicinity of the carbonyl group duced in this case to an imaginary one and the phase boundalso extend to the phosphate group (cf. Fig. 9d) . Obviously, ary of P b= forms a closed phase line with critical behavior, the curved polar/apolar interface of the micellar aggregates i.e., without coexistence ranges. The same can be assumed increases the hydration of the phosphate group as well. The for the phase boundary between L b= and L b (Fig. 10 insertion, g w (CH 2 ) EO are not sensitive to the micellar clouding but solid line). The shrinking of the DSC pretransition enthalpy shift at the (L 1 / W) -L a transformation (cf. Fig. 9e) . between x Å 0 and x Å 0.1 corroborates this hypothesis. A tilt of the hydrophobic chains seems to be unlikely for DISCUSSION higher amounts of surfactant because both components are expected to match well in molecular length due to the identiPhase Behavior cal number of methylene units per hydrocarbon chains. Consequently, a boundary between the L b= and L b phases is The data obtained from DSC and FTIR measurements combined with the knowledge of the amphotropic phase be-expected but could not, however, be accurately determined by the methods used (dotted line in Fig. 10) . From a thermohavior of the DPPC/C 12 E 4 system (12) allows us to construct the pseudobinary phase diagram represented in Fig. 10 . The dynamic and conformational point of view, the L b phase of the mixture does not drastically differ from the pure lipid phase regions are labeled by following the notation of Luzatti and Tardieu (51) . lamellar L b= phase (26). The single phase regions L b and P b= represent solid solutions where the surfactant is dissolved The coexistence of the rippled phase P b= , the gel phase L b= , and the liquid crystalline phase as a peritectic point at in the lipid matrix.
The linear decrease of the lipid main phase transition enx Å 0.1 is speculative and based on the assumption that this system obeys the Gibbs phase rule. But a critical phase line thalpy, the lowering of T m , and the relatively narrow DSC curves indicate almost ideal mixing between x Å 0 and 0.5. might also be conceivable (cf. inset to Fig. 10 ) along with the ripple phase P b= and the adjacent gel phase (L b= or L b ) Up to this surfactant fraction the mixing properties seem to be determined mainly by the hydrocarbon chains of equal cannot be distinguished by means of DSC and FTIR. One can suppose that the long distance periodical superstructure length in the same manner as, for example, in the case of binary mixtures of lipids with long chain alcohol or their of the ripple phase P b= is gradually disturbed with the accumulation of assimilated surfactant and finally becomes identical derivatives (16, 17) .
peratures when compared with C 10 E n /PC systems (9, 10). compared to mixtures with less surfactant. Up to x Å 0.65, the transition range remains very narrow, resembling the Alternatively to micelle-bilayer (gel) coexistence Inoue et al. (11) suggest surfactant-enriched C 10 E 7 /DPPC mixed melting of a one-component system which is assumed to be caused by the formation of a surfactant-lipid complex in disk-like micelles where frozen and fluid hydrocarbon chains are separated into bilayer-like areas in their centers and the gel state, L k . The broadening of the DSC peak with further increasing surfactant concentration (x Å 0.65 0 0.7) curved regions at their edges, respectively. The compositiondependent DSC endograms presented in Refs. (9) (C 10 E 7 / indicates demixing in the gel phase. Following the Gibbs phase rule two eutectic points at x à 0.5 and 0.9 are expected DMPC) and (19) (C 10 E 7 /DPPC) show features similar to those of the endograms presented in Fig. 2 . Hence, these (E 1 and E 2 in Fig. 10) , where lipid and surfactant constitute a mixture which melts like a pure substance. E 2 is experimen-data give indication of the existence of a gel compound complex at about x Å 0.35-40 in both cases, in qualitative tally indicated by the sharp DSC endotherm, which is, however, superimposed by phase transitions of higher order on agreement with our results. We conclude that the micellecomplex coexistence range (L 1 / L k ) drawn in Fig. 10 refers the low temperature side (cf. Fig. 2) . From thermodynamic considerations the formation of the compound complex (de-to properties of the system similar to those of the range of mixed micelles assumed in Refs. (9, 10) . noted as L k ) between these two eutectic mixtures is inevitable. At composition below or above x Å 0.66, the pseudobiAt low temperatures the micelles are homogeneously dispersed within the sample (L 1 in Fig. 10 ). When the temperanary system can be viewed as a solid solution of the complex (mole ratio DMPC/C 12 E 4 Å 1:2) uniformly mixed with ei-ture is raised, the hydrophilicity of the ethoxy groups shrinks and the micelles tend to separate from bulk water (L 1 / W ther excess DMPC or excess C 12 E 4 , respectively. Based on X-ray and NMR studies (52), L k has an L b structure.
in Fig. 10 ), generating the cloud point phenomenon, which is indicated by a significant baseline shift in the DSC endoTaking into account the FTIR data measured at x Å 0.93, we assume a two-phase region at 0.85 õ x õ 0.95 and T õ grams and by characteristic changes of infrared absorption bands. Temperature-and composition-driven second-order 8ЊC which consists of a lamellar gel complex DMPC/C 12 E 4 in equilibrium with highly C 12 E 4 -enriched fluid micelles. transitions are known to occur in pure and mixed micelles, where the presence of the lipid component usually reduces With the surfactant mole fraction x, the population of mixed micelles (L 1 in Fig. 10 ) increases and that of the lamellar the clouding temperature considerably (9, 53, 54) . The incorporation of DMPC into C 12 E 4 micelles decreases the complex L k decreases (Lever rule). L k disappears slightly above x Å 0.9. The infrared spectra indicate the parallel cloud point temperature by 10 K at x Å 0.93.
The sharp but low-enthalpic DSC peaks measured at x ú melting of the hydrocarbon chains of the lipid and of the surfactant already below 8ЊC. Hence, the low-temperature 0.9 and T õ 22ЊC indicate the transition from the mixed micellar (L 1 / W) phase to the lamellar liquid crystalline shoulder of the DSC peaks should be attributed partially to the first-order chain melting transition appearing upon phase L a , analogous to the phase behavior of pure C 12 E 4 / water (24, 25). The high-temperature lamellar-to nonlamelsolubilization of L k lamellae. Solubilization reduces the amount of mixed bilayers and, therefore, the right (L 1 / lar-phase transitions (T ú 60ЊC) observed at high concentrations of C 12 E 4 (x ú 0.8) are not considered in our phase L k ) -L 1 phase boundary changes with x (Fig. 10) . In view of the relative high uncertainty of the left boundary of (L 1 diagram. They are in close agreement with similar transitions observed in the pseudobinary system DPPC/C 12 E 4 at excess / L k ) coexistence drawn in Fig. 5 and taking into consideration that the low-temperature shoulder of the DSC peaks water and in the pure C 12 E 4 /water dispersion.
We summarize that the combination of DSC with FTIR already appears at x ú 0.7, we shift the L k 0 (L 1 / L k ) phase boundary down to x Å 0.7. measurements yields complementary information about the thermotropic phase behavior of lipid/nonionic surfactant The phase behavior of DMPC/C 12 E 4 at x ú 0.7 closely resembles that of the related pseudobinary mixtures DPPC/ mixtures at excess water. Nevertheless, some boundaries at low temperature remain speculative (dashed lines in Fig.10 ). C 12 E 4 (12) and C 10 E n /PC (n Å 5-7, PC: DMPC, DPPC, DSPC) (9, 10) . Only a slightly decreased eutectic tempera-Intersections of phase boundaries are drawn in accordance with the Gibbs phase rule, which predicts for a binary system ture in DMPC/C 12 E 4 (9ЊC) could be observed compared to DPPC/C 12 E 4 (15ЊC), where the longer palmitoyl chains in-at maximum three phases in thermodynamic equilibrium.
The coexistence of (L 1 / W), L k , and L a at the eutectic crease the melting temperature. In the latter system the complex decomposes before melting, in contrast to DMPC/C 12 E 4 . point E 2 , i.e., of four phases, seems to contradict the Gibbs phase rule. However, in this range the aqueous component The increased alkyl chain length of C 12 E 4 in comparison with that of C 10 E 4 causes the preferential formation of lamellar is strongly involved in the phase behavior and consequently the assumption of a pseudobinary system is not valid. structures and thus extents the concentration range of the of mesophases with high positive curvature like micelles (L 1 ), which are really observed in C 12 E 4 /DMPC at x ú 0.7 and low temperatures (right low corner in Fig.11) . The presence of the lipid in mixed micelles, on the other hand, reduces their spontaneous curvature in comparison with pure ones. As a consequence, the mixed micelles transform to lamellae at lower temperatures, i.e., at higher level of hydration of the ethoxy chains. Thus the solubilization of the fluid membranes (L a -micelle transformation) can be triggered by temperature and composition.
Changes of the conformation and packing of the hydrocarbon chains (fluidity) and of headgroup hydration are accompanied by enthalpy changes and, consequently, represent the main sources of the transition enthalpies measured. According to a model which was previously established by Kjellander (58) on the basis of theoretical studies of polyethylene oxide/water systems (59), water molecules interact through hydrogen bonding to the ether oxygens of C 12 E 4 . This leads to hydration shells where the structure of water dration shells of different ethoxy chains is repulsive at low temperatures (hydration yields enthalpy gain) but becomes Structure and Heat Effects attractive at higher temperatures (dehydration yields entropy gain) when the entropy term dominates the thermodynamics. The formation of supermolecular aggregates of amphiphiles can be treated in terms of the molecular shape concept If one assumes that these temperature effects will be the same for intra-as for intermicellar interactions, the decreased (55) or by means of spontaneous curvature in the frame of the membrane elasticity model (56) . Surfactants of the type repulsion between the ethoxy chains results first in an increased tendency of the micelles to aggregate (L 1 -(L 1 / C 12 E m are characterized by the shape of a truncated cone, cylinder, or inverse cone (7, 43, 57) where the lateral area W) transformation) and subsequently leads to the formation of lamellar structures with a reduced area requirement per occupied by the hydrated headgroup in an aggregate is larger than, equal to, or even smaller than the optimum interfacial polar ethoxy group ((L 1 / W) -L a transition) (60). Upon the thermotropic micelle-bilayer transformation at high surarea per hydrocarbon chain, respectively. Fully hydrated C 12 E 4 at room temperature assembles into surfactant lamellae factant content, FTIR indicates that the phosphate and carbonyl groups of DMPC dehydrate and the fluidity of the (L a ) and therefore can be assumed to adopt a cylindrical shape. Consequently, the surfactant is in a good match with alkyl chains of the surfactant decreases slightly. Thus the corresponding measured endothermic transition heat can be the lipid, which also can be imagined as a cylindrical molecule due to its bilayer-forming potency. Upon mixture both attributed mainly to the dehydration of the polar interface and not to chain ordering (exotherm). It was found precomponents assemble into mixed bilayers with a negligible spontaneous curvature at all.
viously that the variation of hydration in C 12 E n /lipid systems itself can cause considerable enthalpic effects at room temIn terms of molecular properties two effects, namely hydration of the polar head groups and fluidity of the hydrocar-perature (43) , in contrast to simple hydrocarbons (62) . On the other hand, in the lipid-dominated bilayer range (x õ bon chains, can modulate the molecular shape of the constituents and thus the morphology of the aggregates (Fig.11) . 0.5), DH originates almost exclusively from the melting of the hydrophobic polymethylene chains. For example, with decreasing temperature the area occupied by the hydrocarbon chains within the membranes is reduced Recent calorimetric studies revealed the existence of surfactant/lipid complexes in the gel states C 10 E 7 /PC (9, 10) due to the increasing conformational order of the methylene segments. Furthermore, with decreasing T the strongly hy-and C 12 E 4 /DPPC (12) mixed bilayers which are suggested to be caused by an optimal sterical matching of both compodrophilic ethoxy chains hydrate and therefore tend to occupy an increased area within the hydrophilic interface. These nents. The DSC data give evidence of a C 12 E 4 /DMPC complex with a stochiometric ratio of about 2:1 appearing in the effects cause a curvature strain which favors the formation intermediate concentration range. It includes slightly more value exceeds the respective net enthalpy for fluid membranes by nearly one order of magnitude and therefore exsurfactant than C 12 E 4 /DPPC (3:4) (12) and C 10 E 7 /PC (3:4) (9, 10). Also, ITC solubilization investigations on fluid plains the high stability of gel state complexes. In the rigid state collective effects, such as the effective packing of the C 12 E 4 /POPC mixed bilayers (43) indicate enthalpically preferred interactions in surfactant-lipid clusters which can be hydrocarbon chains within crystalline subcells or chain interdigitation, can induce closer intermolecular spacings than viewed as one prerequisite of the complex formation observed in the rigid bilayers. in the fluid state, which would cause stronger interactions between the molecules (52). How can we explain the formation of a stable lamellar gel complex with optimized chain packing even though the In the present system the complex remains stable up to the melting transition temperature, whereas in C 12 E 4 /DPPC surfactant destabilizes the lipid gel phase at low x. The complex formation is induced, obviously, by the replacement mixed bilayers the complex decomposes slightly below its expected melting point (12) . Possibly, the identical number of water from the headgroup region leading to direct lipid/ surfactant headgroup interactions which improve the molec-of methylene units per hydrocarbon chain in C 12 E 4 and DMPC causes the optimal fit between the dodecyl and the ular packing and thus strengthen the van der Waals interactions between the hydrocarbon chains. Our results indicate myristoyl chains and thus higher L k stability in contrast to the longer palmitoyl chains. On the other hand, the pronounced an interaction between the ethoxy-hydroxyl and lipid phosphate groups and the surfactant-induced dehydration of the dependence of hydration of the ethoxy chains on the absolute temperature (13, 14, 43) may cause destabilization of the carbonyl group of DMPC. This position was found to affect the molecular arrangement in an exceptionally sensitive gel complex at higher temperatures, which are reached in DPPC but not in DMPC membranes due to the lower chain manner because of its pivotal location near the polar/apolar interface (61) . Due to the maximum number of lipid/surfac-melting temperature T m . tant contacts the complex demixes in a separate phase in the intermediate x range.
CONCLUSIONS
The marked decrease of the COG(n(C|O)) at the gel-L a transition of the mixed bilayer in the range of complex
The phase diagram obtained for aqueous dispersions of existence was interpreted in terms of graded water invasion DMPC/C 12 E 4 is qualitatively in good agreement with that into the carbonyl region (cf. Fig. 8c) . Hence, the partial obtained for DPPC/C 12 E 4 dispersions. In general, the pseudestruction of L k during the phase transition leads to in-dobinary mixture of fully hydrated disaturated PCs and C 12 E 4 creased hydration of the headgroup region of the bilayer. shows the following properties: However, this effect is expected to release heat and thus cannot explain the higher incremental transition heats deter--Addition of the surfactant to lipid-dominated bilayers (low x) destabilizes the gel phase and thus reduces the chain mined for the melting of the complex. Consequently, the increase of the incremental transition enthalpy by more than melting transition temperature -Addition of lipid to surfactant-dominated micelles (high 50% (Fig. 3, open triangles) in the range x Å 0.5-0.7 should be interpreted as an indication of stronger attractive interac-x) destabilizes the micellar aggregates and thus reduces the micellar-lamellar transition temperature. tions between the components in the gel phase complex. The partial destruction of the complexes at the melting transition -A wide range of temperatures (room temperature and higher) and concentrations is occupied by the lamellar liquid should consume heat and thus appears as the gradual increase of the DSC transition heat in agreement with our findings. crystalline phase.
-In the intermediate concentration range a compound com-ITC yields an exothermic net heat in the order of 1-2 kJ/mol (of surfactant), which results from lipid-surfactant plex stabilizes the gel state bilayers; i.e., it stops the further reduction of the gel-L a and L 1 -L a transition temperatures aggregation after transfer of surfactant from pure surfactant into mixed bilayers (43) . Note that the indication of surfac-with increasing and decreasing x, respectively.
-Excess amounts of surfactant or lipid are strongly phase tant/lipid pairs in fluid membranes is related to enthalpically favored molecular configurations between adjacent surfac-separated from the complex in the concentration ranges adjacent to complex composition. tant and lipid molecules within a homogeneous phase of an almost statistical distribution of the components. The DSC -Almost ideal mixing of the surfactant with the lipid at low x is promoted by hydrocarbon chains of equal length in data reveal the separation of the system into gel / gel and gel / fluid coexistence ranges, i.e., into aggregates (e.g., L k the lipid and surfactant.
-In qualitative agreement with hydrated PC/C 10 E 7 mix-/ L 1 ) and/or domains (e.g., L k / L b , L k / L a ) of different composition. Relating the additional complex formation heat tures (9, 10) the solubilization of mixed C 12 E 4 rich lamellae into mixed micelles is also mostly determined by the orderof about 4-5 kJ/mol (of surfactant / lipid) in the mixture (x É 0.5-0.7) to the surfactant only, one obtains a net disorder transition of the PC acyl chains and thus can be triggered by temperature. contribution of about 7-10 kJ/mol (of surfactant). This
